
Victrix Venus V TLD Rifle
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3661-Victrix-Venus-V-TLD-Rifle

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

Twist MSRP

VI02201
Victrix Venux V 308

Win Match 
BU139 C .308 Win  8  61  117  5550  1:11  

6672.00 € incl.
tax

VI02201B
Victrix Venus V

308Win blue 
BU139 C .308 Win  8  61  117  5550  1:11  

6868.00 € incl.
tax

VI02202
Victrix Venux V 6.5x47

Lapua 
  C 6.5x47 Lapua  8  61  117  5550  1:8.5  

6672.00 € incl.
tax

VI02202B
Victrix Venus V 6.5x47

lapua blue 
  C 6.5x47 Lapua  8  61  117  5550  1:8.5  

6868.00 € incl.
tax

VI02203
Victrix Venux V 6.5

Creedmore 
BU202 C 

6.5 mm
Creedmoor  

8  61  117  5550  1:8.5  
6672.00 € incl.

tax

VI02203B
Victrix Venus V 6.5

creedmore blue 
BU202 C 

6.5 mm
Creedmoor  

8  61  117  5550  1:8.5  
6868.00 € incl.

tax

VI02204
Victrix Venux V 260

Rem 
BU138 C .260 Rem  8  61  117  5550  1:8.5  

6672.00 € incl.
tax

VI02204B
Victrix Venus V 260rem

blue 
BU138 C .260 Rem  8  61  117  5.55  1:8.5  

6868.00 € incl.
tax

VI02214 Victrix Venux V 6 XC   C 6 XC  8  61  117  5550  1:7.5  
6672.00 € incl.

tax

VI02214B
Victrix Venus V 6XC

blue 
  C 6 XC  8  61  117  5550  1:7.5  

6868.00 € incl.
tax

Victrix rifles designed for demanding sports shooters.

Barrel rifled by reference olive in AISI 416R
Stock with multiple horizontal and vertical adjustments and insulated adjustable cheekpiece, equipped
with an Anschutz-type rail on the underside
Single column polymer magazine with 7 shots + 1 shot in the chamber.
High-strength one-piece lightweight alloy chassis
Light alloy front profile equipped with a lateral M-LOK® system and QD (Quick Detach) attachments,
an integrated Anschutz-type rail in the middle and an integrated Arca rail over the entire length
Ergonomic, interchangeable zero-angle flat top handle for standard AR platform
20 MoA action rail
Victrix ProAngle Venus V removable muzzle brake with 4 forward-angled chambers

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site

 

https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3661-Victrix-Venus-V-TLD-Rifle


Short action in AISI 630. Breech head with 3 asymmetrical tenons
Matte PVD finish on the receiver and polished PVD finish on the slide
Victrix Sporting Plus single-stage adjustable trigger with two-position safety: standard setting approx.
400 grams (14.11 oz)
Protective bag for safe transport
Explorer transport case cod. 13513
User manual and welcome kit
Riflescope and bipod not included!

The VENUS V series will be perfect for long distance shooting (TLD) but also for the new shooting
discipline, the PRS (Precision Rifle series)

Benchmark lapped match-grade button rifled barrel in AISI 416R
Buttstock with horizontal and vertical multiple button adjustments and an adjustable insulated cheek piece,
equipped with an Anschutz-type rail on the underside
Single-feed and single stack 7-round polymer magazine
High-strength monobloc chassis in light alloy
Light profile forend in light alloy equipped with a side M-LOK® system and QD (Quick Detach)
attachments, an integrated Anschutz-type rail in the middle and an integrated Arca rail that runs the entire
length
Ergonomic and interchangeable zero angle flat top grip for standard AR platform 
20 MoA action rail
Victrix ProAngle Venus V detachable muzzle brake featuring 4 forward-canted chambers
Short action in AISI 630 worked out from billet through milling and turning with finish on electro-discharge
and grinding machines. Bolt with three asymmetric lugs: first lug on top of the cylinder in vertical position
(at 12 o’clock) and two side lugs arranged at an angle of 105-degree lift; equipped with grooves and an
interchangeable bolt lever
Matt PVD finish on the action and polished PVD finish on the bolt 
Victrix Sporting Plus Single-stage adjustable trigger with a two-position safety: standard setting approx. 400
gr (14.11 oz) 
Protective bag for a safe transport
Explorer case for transport cod. 13513
User manual and welcome kit

A benchmark in long-range shooting (TLD)

The quality of manufacture and machining of VICTRIX weapons make them very precise rifles, where only
performance counts.

VICTRIX is a must in shooting competitions such as the King of 2 miles, the King of 1 mile or the prince of
1 mile.

Fluid mechanics, a high precision barrel, premium materials. All the necessary components for incredible
groupings.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


